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LIFE
Your World is rapidly becoming a disaster zone but most people are unable to face
the true reality of it. Unless those who can face this reality make serious effort to
introduce others to reliable convincing evidence then, by the time the consequences
are obvious, it will be too late.
Today, in almost every part of the world, the majority of people will not only claim to
believe in freedom but will also claim that they are free. Around two thousand years
ago Jesus of Nazareth suggested to an audience that they were not free people but
they would not believe Him then; would they believe him today?

What important forces influence life today?
Money
Creation Belief
Government
Not at the time of Jesus, not today: never in our recorded history have we been free people.
In earlier times we were not free because we did not understand enough of our own nature
and had not developed our intellectual spirit sufficient to know what communal freedom
meant. It did not matter in those times because our primary development was programmed
and those of us who would enslave others had not the knowledge to endanger us.
That is the difference between then and now.
The time of the ‘Watchers’ is excluded because ‘they’ are not ‘us’. We now not only have
the ability to understand communal freedom and the ability to use it productively, but, if we
do not use what we have, we may lose this opportunity.
It is foretold: if these times were not cut short, humanity would destroy itself.

The reason for that is: if we, as a community, do not have the will to take advantage of our
ability to become truly free then those with greed for power will take advantage of our
stupidity. The beastly will use knowledge to deny to those who refuse responsibility
all their communal rights of intellectual freedom, forever.
What is human freedom?
a) Human freedom is the freedom to know the truth about our creation and our potential
for use of this knowledge for our intellectual advance.
b) Human freedom is freedom to know, as a community, the truth about our abilities, our
economic responsibilities and our potentials.
c) Human freedom is our freedom to know and understand the advantages of governing
ourselves and also the dangers of not governing ourselves. It is foretold: those who
devote to truth will gain communal power of self-government.

Money
Creation Belief
Government
Why put money first? The reason to put money first is because we are talking about today.
Money is now an alternative symbol for power. In early times ‘power’ was physical. Later
power became the door to wealth. Then wealth and power became synonymous. Finally
money, under control of those most devious, became the trade currency of “wealth and
power”. Those in control of power and wealth were then able to gain control over cultural
development, science and government.
An essential understanding must therefore be to understand money and how it has been
used to control and corrupt the mind and behavior of nations and peoples.
Also how money is then used to force a community to bow to the will and act to the benefit
of those who control money. As there is already much information on site I intend to make
use of an anonymous article that appeared in my mail. Different expression often helps!
Anonymous articles are not entirely unusual because many people feel afraid to speak
openly against oppression.
Why am I not so afraid? Because I know something of the psychology of those with
power! It would devastate them to think that someone without wealth, power of position or
public image, could expose and endanger their world empire. They have to believe that
they control the rank and file mind within safe limits or live in a nightmare world.
In service to this ego they must allow the irrelevant to speak. It is therefore the nit-wits*
who try to suppress our small voices who are the ones in danger.
They are in danger because, if they suppress our voices or kill us, then an ever-widening
public will say; “Ah, so these ‘pig people’ must exist, see, they are afraid of being
exposed”; and this will anger the ‘pig-people’ because they need a low profile.
(*nit-wit: the wit or intelligence of a tiny creature barely visible to the naked eye. Of
course, if the rank and file does show signs of awakening Globalists will try to suppress.)

The poor are the most easily influenced, most easily deceived and the most easily
victimized; they are also the most numerous. While the poor are normally the helpless
stooges of the elitist class, these have the power of numbers and the power of passions;
they are therefore a wild card in the deck.

The International Monetary System
In the past I avoided unaccredited articles and quotes because they are seen as unreliable.
But this does not mean that all are unreliable!
I am happy to give credit to a used work should the author becomes known to me.
In childhood I learned that I could not rely on what people said so I realized early that if I
were to find the truth of anything I would have to find my own way.
One of the first things I learned was that truth was based on principles. For instance: the
principles of photography that allowed making an image of the girl next door also enabled
certain popular printing-press processes, astronomy and other useful work or research.
Further progress revealed that all of creation is based on principles of order and that
disorder is simply the process of corrupted order returning to chaos or, alternatively, of
chaos in process of being brought to order.
So now, in the late stage of my life I can feel confident enough to quote an article on my
own responsibility simply because I see it states a social reality.
We can no longer look to authorities for reliability and the corrupt will favor the dubious.
Governments do not keep to National Constitutions and are not beyond tampering with
records of events. We can not confidently accept official sources as reliable where matters
of political or cultural importance are under review; we must look to the eternal order and
to the nature of culture for verification.
Both man and machine operate in accord with relevant principles of order.
For this same reason you should not be concerned about who writes this. Be it a servant of
God or the most common of commoners, the truth of it is not reliant on human authority, it
is reliant on the authority of the order of the creation of which we are all part.
Or, as said in “Of Truth”: “Truth is the reality of the order in which we exist”.
That is a matter of principle.
As a community we are now at a grave disadvantage because we have been subject to a
corrupted world culture. We are educated to believe that all opinion is equally valid but
mature people know that is not true, nor does it become true even if we want it to be true!
That should not deter us.
It may require some effort to judge if what is said by one relates more reliably to the true
order of things than what is said by another. However we are well armed if we know that
truth does not rely on the authority of those who propose it.
To access truth we must base our perceptions on human realities.
What is important is whether information fits the reality of order in life’s kaleidoscope.
We should feel confident that those serious in desire of finding life’s reality will find
success sufficient for their need. It does not matter if some are only perceptive enough to
use others; it is the honest desire to know truth that allows us to sacrifice false belief.

The following, showing how money became a power for enslavement, should help.
It is shortened for your convenience.

WHAT'S A TRILLION?
“Let’s put the amount of the US National debt into perspective
… as of the 17/10/03
…
If you had gone into business on the day Jesus was born, and your business lost a million
dollars a day, day in and day out, 365 days a year, it would take … until … 2737 to lose a
trillion dollars.
The U.S. Congress has done seven times this damage to their constituents in a little over
eighteen years!”

STATISTICS
This writer goes on to say that as of 2001, all income taxes are not enough money to pay
the interest on the US National Debt (Yes the interest, not the debt itself). It is estimated
that, at the present rate, this debt will grow to 18.28 trillion dollars by 2006.
Is this burden the future we want to give our children?
It does not have to be. A small island “Guernsey” (English Channel) was in this same
situation some years ago. These people recovered prosperity by moving out of the
international monetary system and printing their own money. But they were a small
community and elected people they knew who would serve the common interest. The rest
of the world, so far, has been happy to close its collective eye. That was also a few years
before the present extreme of community brainwashing was accepted as normal.
But our informant goes on:
“…
United States Congressional Record - March 17, 1993 - Vol. #33, page H-1303 - SpeakerRep. James Traficant, Jr. (Ohio) addressing the House:
“Mr. Speaker, we are here now in chapter 11. Members of Congress are official trustees
presiding over the greatest reorganization of any Bankrupt entity in world history, the U.S.
Government. We are setting forth hopefully, a blueprint for our future. There are some who
say it is a coroner's report that will lead to our demise."

How they make us poor!
“…
After WW2, the 27 American TV companies including Zenith, Emerson, RCA, GE, etc. led
the world in TV technology. Then, the owners of the patents on TV technology decided they
didn't need to dirty their hands by actually making the TV sets themselves any more, and
they started selling licenses to manufacture, which the Japanese bought.
By 1987, the only remaining American TV company is Zenith. The patent holders get their
money, but the American products which can be sold overseas are gone, along with the
jobs to make them.
The same happened in high-tech electronics. The integrated circuit was invented in the
United States. But rather than focus on selling integrated circuits, the companies that

owned that technology sold the machines to MAKE integrated circuits around the world,
and now America sells very few chips anywhere. The patent holders have their money, but
the cash flow from sales of manufactured goods, and the jobs that go with them, are gone.
…
The airplane was invented in the United States, and through the 60s, we sold a lot of them
around the world. But lately, all aircraft sales to foreign countries involve "offsets", a
portion of the core technology that gets licensed to the purchasing nation and gets
manufactured there. Bit by bit, the core technology gets bled off, taking with it jobs, and
cash flow from the sale of those manufactured products. Along the way, the rights to
manufacture American inventions outside America leak away on a steadily increasing
basis. Even the mighty F-16 is now being manufactured overseas, under license.
To cover the loss of manufacturing jobs, our government has invented the catch phrase
"service economy". This is the idiotic notion that we don't need to actually sell
manufactured products; that we can grow and prosper our nation by doing each other's
laundry. To conceal the loss of manufacturing jobs, the government has legislated into
existence thousands upon thousands of useless paper-shuffling jobs, and declared their
necessity by fiat.
The most obvious is the income tax which has been so obfuscated by the government that
half of you had to rely on an outside expert to figure out just what all those
incomprehensible words really meant. By this device, the government has replaced those
jobs that made products to sell with an equal number of jobs that produce nothing
whatsoever of any worth, except to keep the unemployment figures down.
This over-burdening of the American people with gratuitous regulations and paperwork
has accomplished nothing except to obfuscate the loss of manufacturing jobs, and to
transform the American character from innovators and inventors creating new products to
that of minor clerks, peeking under each other's seat cushions for lost change.
So, with most of our manufacturing now gone, just what DOES America make? Trouble,
mostly. With 4% of the world's population and 18% of the economy, we have 50% of all the
lawyers, all looking to make a killing by looting those few industries that still call America
home …. Kids don't want to be scientists and engineers; they've seen how little such people
are valued in our country. Based on recent history, kids see the "big bucks" are in
corporate law, specifically investment banking, leveraged buyouts, greenmail, junk bonds,*
in short what other countries describe as "trying to make money grow by shaking it side to
side.
[*Let’s not forget ‘sport’, entertainment and tourism.]
“…
So, what do all these countries on the plus side of the trade imbalance do with their surplus
billions? Well, they have been loaning it right back to us!
[As at January 2004 we find the smart lenders have been pulling money out and the value
of the US $ has dropped by about 30%. Ed.]
“Our government engages in a practice politely called "deficit spending". Other terms
which would aptly describe the practice include "counterfeiting" and "check kiting", but it
all comes down to the same thing; spending money one does not actually have.

What would be a jailable offence for a normal citizen was rendered legal for the
government by the Federal Reserve Act. This was not a popular piece of legislation. In fact
the Democrats had campaigned in 1912 on a platform of rejection of the creation of a
private bank in charge of a fiat money system. Nevertheless, on December 23, 1913, taking
advantage of the absence of congressmen opposed to the creation of a fiat monetary system
during the Christmas break, the Federal Reserve Act was passed.
“…
Years later, during the great depression, Congressman Louis T. McFadden (who served
twelve years as Chairman of the Committee on Banking and Currency) asked for
congressional investigations of criminal conspiracy to establish the privately owned
'Federal Reserve System'. He requested impeachment of Federal officers who had violated
oaths of office both in establishing and directing the Federal Reserve – imploring Congress
to investigate an incredible scope of overt criminal acts by the Federal Reserve Board and
Federal Reserve Banks. *a) McFadden even suggested that the Federal Reserve
deliberately triggered the great stock market crash of 1929, in order to eventually force the
passage of the Emergency Banking Act of March 9, 1933, which suspended the gold
standard.
In describing the FED, McFadden remarked in the Congressional Record, House pages
1295 and 1296 on June 10, 1932:
"Mr. Chairman, we have in this country one of the most corrupt institutions the world has
ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks. The
Federal Reserve Board, a Government Board, has cheated the Government of the United
States and he people of the United States out of enough money to pay the national debt. The
depredations and the iniquities of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve
banks acting together have cost this country enough money to pay the national debt several
times over. This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of the United
States; has bankrupted itself, and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has done
this through the misadministration of that law by which the Federal Reserve Board, and
through the corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who control it".
[That was in 1932 but, as we saw at the beginning of this article, nothing was done about it.
However, for safety, the planned rip-off was kept on ice for another 50 years so people
would have time to forget the terrible consequences and dire predictions of what could
result from changes then made. Sadly, we, in our great majority, are now indoctrinated to
believe that our ‘democratic’ government would not deliberately destroy us: either
financially, morally or in any other way. So, the more glaringly obvious the tragedy the
more tightly we close our eyes.
We are now unable to believe our government is not genuinely democratic so how can we
believe they want us poor, powerless, pathetic and (preferably) passed away? Ed.]
“Why all the fuss over the gold standard?
Well it goes back to the original Founding Fathers and the meaning of the word "dollar".
"Dollar" is actually a weight measure of silver, 371.25 grains, to be exact. Our American
silver dollars are actually heavier, since other metals were added for durability. But that
371.25 grains of silver WAS the dollar, matching in weight an unbroken chain of accepted
monetary units that reached back through the Spanish Milled Dollar, the Dutch Daller,
back to the German Thaler; the product of a silver mine which sold it's product in coins of
an exact weight. The Coinage Act of 1792 defined our dollar to exactly match in weight the

silver dollars in use around the world, and then defined the gold dollar to be that amount
of gold which would equal the worth of silver in a silver dollar, 24.75 grains, 1/15 the
weight of the silver in a silver dollar.
So, what's wrong with this? Nothing really. When you, as a citizen, hold a silver dollar or a
gold dollar in our hand, you hold that actual worth of metal. Nothing the government can
do can change the worth of the money in your control. *
“…
Of course, carrying around too much coin can be bothersome, so many nations, including
our own, issued paper notes as a convenience. But that paper currency of the nation was
just a convenience. The gold and silver certificates were merely "claim checks" for the
equivalent weight of gold or silver held in the treasury, and which would be produced on
demand when the certificate was presented. …
The problem with this system from the point of view of the government or the banks is that
it limits the amount of money they can work with. When the bank runs out of silver or gold
(or the equivalent certificates) it can no longer lend any more money with which to earn
interest. When the government runs out of gold or silver (or the equivalent certificates) it
can no longer spend money (just like the rest of us).
The immediate effect of ending the gold standard was that with the paper dollar no longer
legally dependent on 371.25 in silver or 24.75 grains of gold, more paper dollars (now
called "Federal Reserve Notes") could be printed, their worth no longer under the control
of the citizens but under the control of the issuing central bank, based on the total number
of dollars printed (or created as credit lines). The more dollars which are created out of
thin air, the less each one is worth.
[Now remember: the Federal Reserve Bank is privately owned the Federal Reserve Board
links it to the government – or the government to it. Ed.]
“A Federal Reserve Note.
The swindle of the system is simple. The Federal Reserve Bank hires the US Treasury to
print up some money. The Federal Reserve only actually pays the treasury for the cost of
the printing, they do NOT pay $1 for each 1$ printed. But the Federal Reserve turns
around and loans out that money (or credit line) to banks at full face value, those banks
which have exhausted their deposits then loan that Federal Reserve fiat money to you, and
you must repay it in the full dollar value (plus interest) in work product, even though the
Federal Reserve printed that money for pennies, or created it out of thin air in a computer.
As the Federal Reserve overprints more money, the money supply inflates, and too much
money starts chasing too few goods and services, which means prices go up. But contrary
to the charade put on by the Federal Reserve, inflation doesn't just come and go due to
some arcane sorcery. The Federal Reserve can halt inflation any time it wants to by simply
shutting down those printing presses. It therefore follows that both inflation and recession
are fully under the control of the Federal Reserve.
Over time, that excess of printing has destroyed the value of that dollar you think you have.
If you want to know by just how much, go out and try to purchase 371.25 in silver right
now. Usually, the deterioration is gradual. Sometimes, it has to be obvious, such as the

1985 devaluation (done to halt the trade imbalance) which triggered the Japanese realestate grab in this country.
Many [well some] politicians have attempted to reverse this process. John F. Kennedy
issued an Executive Order 11110, requiring the Treasury Department to start printing and
issuing silver certificates for the silver then remaining in the US Treasury.
Kennedy decided that by returning to the constitution, which states that only Congress
shall coin and regulate money, the soaring national debt could be reduced by not paying
interest to the bankers of the Federal Reserve System, who print paper money then loan it
to the government at interest. This was the reason he signed Executive Order 11110 which
called for the issuance of $4,292,893,815 in United States Notes through the U.S. Treasury
rather than the traditional Federal Reserve System.
“John F. Kennedy's United States Note.
That same day, Kennedy signed a bill changing the backing of one and two dollar bills
from silver to gold, adding strength to the weakened U.S. currency.
Kennedy's comptroller of the currency, James J. Saxon, had been at odds with the powerful
Federal Reserve Board for some time, encouraging broader investment and lending powers
for banks that were not part of the Federal Reserve system. Saxon also had decided that
non-Reserve banks could underwrite state and local general obligation bonds, again
weakening the dominant Federal Reserve banks".
*b Kennedy's E.O. [Executive Order] was never implemented following his assassination,
and shortly afterwards, United States silver coins were taken out of circulation and
replaced with the copper clad slugs in use today. These two events, the failure to print new
silver certificates, and the substitution of worthless slugs for our silver coins, may explain
why the Warren Commission included on its panel John J. McCloy, a man with no
experience in crime, law enforcement, or national security, but who had been the President
of the Chase Manhattan Bank.
It should be noted that the banks themselves are still using the gold standard. Accounts are
still settled between major national banks by the transfer of gold bullion.
So here we are with a privately owned bank that legally counterfeits the money you borrow
but expects a full value (plus interest) repayment. But what's good for the Federal Reserve
is good for the government itself, and this is where we get back into that funny word
"deficit spending". The government spends more money than it takes in. It has for many
years now. The Federal Reserve, being the only lawful source of this fiat money, prints up
the excess cash the government needs (or manufactures a credit line in a computer). This
extra cash is treated as a loan, in order to keep the government overspending from further
eroding the worth of the dollar in the world market. The government (meaning the
taxpayers) is on the hook for the full face value, plus interest.
…
In order to keep the jobless rate from rising, a massive defense program called the
Strategic Defense Initiative was cranked up, but since this program produced no
exportable product, it produced no taxable sales revenues, and hence the money poured
into the project accelerated the government decline into debt. Because manufacturing was
on the decline, fewer start-up companies were approaching the lending institutions, so the

government loosened up the rules (while increasing the insurable deposit limit) to allow
"investments" in more high risk ventures, most of which turned out to be frauds, or worse,
money laundering operations for drug criminals. This includes Whitewater, Flowerwood,
and Castle Grande. Despite shifting the S&L loss primarily onto the taxpayers (to reassure
foreign investors that the taxpayers still made America a safe place to park their surplus
cash) the government plunged further into debt.
In the 12 years of the Reagan/Bush administrations, the United States went from being the
world's largest creditor nation to the world's largest debtor. Many of those nations which
had enjoyed huge trade surpluses started loaning that profit back to the United States with
the stipulation that we work on our manufacturing, clean up our infrastructure, raise taxes,
in short, clean up our act, so that investment in America makes sense!
“However, we didn't quite do that.
There has been some shuffling around to try to conceal the real scope of the problem. Over
the last several years, the Federal Government has been sending less tax money back to the
states than it takes in taxes. This means that the states have to borrow MORE money to
cover their obligations. The net result is that the debt is being transferred to the states, to
conceal its true size.
The government will easily admit to a $3 trillion "publicly held" debt, grudgingly concede
that it's "unfunded liability" brings that number to almost $7 trillion, but the real hard truth
is that total government debt, state and federal, is now over $14 trillion dollars, or about
50,000 for every man, woman, and child inside the United States. Since 1960, the taxpayers
have shelled out $15 trillion in interest payments alone, while the principal continues to
rise.”
[So we can see why money, if control is left in private hands, is a harlot that so easily
corrupts governments and nations. For some time now all tax dollars have been swallowed
directly by the great money swindle to pay interest on criminally assigned debts that are
accepted by governments including the USA.
Meanwhile, whether U.S. taxpayer, pensioner or new-born baby, each owe, as part of
rapidly growing government debt already well over $50,000. That does not include money
owing directly by you or money owing by the business for which you work. We can argue
about the technical working of this fraud but, so long as we bow to this system of criminal
confidence trickery, its power to deceive, corrupt and rob is virtually unlimited.
*) How about the value of your U.S. dollar today, seventy years after the gold standard was
disinherited: There are 480 grains to the ounce troy, so how much would your 24.75 grain
dollar be worth with gold at $400 per ounce? My calculation: over $20. But the problem
with the gold standard is that, although it was a good standard in the pre-industrial world,
the value of gold is now more open to manipulation!
The strength of a motor or prime mover is measured in “horse power”. This was related to
the work power of an average sort of horse. Once that figure was agreed on that was not
open to manipulation; engines can become more powerful but their power is related.
The true value of a dollar is a measure of work produced by an average worker! That is a
value that should be set and remain the legal value backing each dollar.

For example: if it cost one cent to take a letter from ‘a’ to ‘b’ one hundred years ago it
should now, because of volume and technology, cost less to do the same job. Look up your
records; probably, you will find it will now cost about twenty times more.
So, in effect, the Federal Reserve System has, through ‘your’ government, robbed you of
19 of the 20 dollars you should now earn by legitimate work.
Find that hard to believe? Well remember in Gold Standard days a man could support a
wife and family, now he can only support a small family with the aid of a working wife and
often some hand-out from government. Also remember there was a time we could afford
to build roads and railways that we now cannot afford to maintain?
You think you now live better but remember: our machines are vastly more productive and
also remember that, because of waste-work procedures, most ‘work-hours’ today
produce little of value at all.
How long can this robbery continue? In theory indefinitely! In practice it appears that the
value of the $ will again halve within 20 years; your wages will not double but your tax and
the percentage of the population below the poverty level will.
The mighty dollar may soon be a debt in your pocket!
And finally: remember how much your family now owes to the people who rob you!
But there is more. Ed.]

Your Retirement
“Yet another stunt the government has pulled is to "borrow" from the various trust funds
under its control. Some $2 billion has vanished from the trust accounts of Native
Americans (presently suing the Departments of the Interior and Treasury), and nearly ¾ of
a TRILLION dollars has been removed from your Social Security retirement trust fund and
spent in the last 8 years.
If the government has to borrow your retirement money when things are supposed to be so
good, under what conditions can it repay the money? Or is that government IOU in your
retirement account merely a promise to either tax you a second time or stiff you on the
benefits you thought you were paying for?
In the last 8 years, during what are supposed to be record setting good times, the Federal
government has nearly DOUBLED its debt load. … Our government is so deep in debt that
it cannot get out.

Collateral:
“This brings us to the issue of collateral. We've borrowed so much money the lenders are
getting nervous. Back during the Johnson administration Charles DeGaulle demanded the
United States collateralise the loans owed to France in gold and started carting out the
bullion from the treasury. This caused several other nations to demand the same and
President Nixon had to slam the gold window closed or the treasury would have been
emptied, since the United States was even then in debt for more money than the treasury
could cover in gold.
But Nixon had to collateralise that debt somehow, and he hit upon the plan of quietly
setting aside huge tracts of American land with their mineral rights in reserve to cover the
outstanding debts. But since the American people were already angered over the war in
Vietnam, Nixon couldn't very well admit that he was apportioning off chunks of the United

States to the holders of foreign debt. So, Nixon invented the Environmental Protection
Agency and passed draconian environmental laws which served to grab land with vast
natural resources away from the owners and lock it away, and even more, prove to the
holders of the foreign debt that US citizens were not drilling, mining, or otherwise
developing those resources. From that day to this, as the government sinks deeper into
debt, the government grabs more and more land, declares it a wilderness or "roadless
area" or "heritage river" or "wetlands" or any one of over a dozen other such obfuscated
labels, but in the end the result is the same. We The People may not use the land, in many
cases are not even allowed to enter the land. [Emphasis added.]
This is not about conservation, it is about collateral. YOUR land is being stolen by the
government and used to secure loans the government really had no business taking out in
the first place. Given that the government [As a servant of Globalism] cannot get out of
debt, and is collateralising more and more land to avoid foreclosure, the day is not long off
when the people of the United States will one day wake up and discover they are no longer
citizens, but tenants.”

The ‘Equities’ markets.
“…This brings us to the "equities markets", most notably the stock market. Over the last
several years a constant media harangue has assured us that the soaring numbers of the
stock market are the sole measure of how good our economy is. But close examination of
those high-priced stocks reveals that most are heavily over-valued; their price the result of
market forces rather than underlying worth (earnings ability). Amazon.com, as one
example, has had a terrific run-up of its stock price, even though the company itself has yet
to show a profit.
The government has admitted to using covert means to prevent a market downturn; to keep
the stock prices at an artificially high and overvalued level, in order to wave those
impressive numbers about as "proof" that everything is okay so that the taxpayers go back
to work and pay more taxes. But in order to keep those stock prices up above their actual
worth, demand must be maintained to keep the prices high. In other words, NEW investors
must constantly be brought into the bottom of the pyramid to keep the prices of the stocks at
the top from dropping. Hence the onslaught of commercials luring neophyte investors into
the stock market via "online trading". Like any Ponzi scheme, the stock market will
collapse when no more new buyers can be dragged in at the bottom.
…
In the end, there is no such thing as a free lunch. You cannot make money grow in value by
shaking it back and forth from one bank to another. You cannot prosper a nation by doing
each other's laundry, or filling out their government mandated and greatly obfuscated
paperwork, or flinging stock certificates around which may have as little real worth as
Federal Reserve Notes. To make money, to show a profit, you must make products that
somebody else wants to buy, and sadly, that is a capability the United States [And other
‘advanced’ nations] has allowed to slip away in great measure. The "service economy" was
political propaganda to make the public believe that the decline of our manufacturing
ability was a good thing.
Our nation is broke, bankrupt, and having sold much of its machinery and technology (or
given it away to political donors), is unable to easily return to those endeavors which once
made our nation great. Our infrastructure is in decay (the percentage of roads in the US
with major damage doubled last year alone), our public schools unable to produce a

workforce able to function in a high-tech manufacturing environment, and those managers
end engineers with manufacturing experience have in great part been lured away to other
nations. [Emphasis Added.]
[This is revealing of how it is that the ‘political greens’ movement is so well funded and
promoted. Yes, similar things are happening in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and other
parts of the world. The world is in a lot of trouble but it only needs a few groups of people
to start thinking for themselves to start an avalanche against the power grid.
Alternately many of us may live to see a time when the ‘power mad’ pulls the plug on a
world overwhelmed with (fiat) debt.
A world where ‘our’ army will be shooting looters in ‘our’ streets!
A world when our already over-burdened and inefficient hospitals are closed to millions
overcome by malnutrition and disease.
A world wherein we will be helpless to understand and react effectively.
The shame of it is that this story is so clearly written in world events. It is easy to see
and to understand. Surely we are not too stupid or too lazy to open our eyes!
Today there are regular stories about new diseases! Diseases that could reduce world
population by even as much as a third. AIDS is already killing millions. **
Only last night (Feb/18/’04) TV explained how bird flu might combine with a human flu to
create a pandemic. Entirely natural of course and it was explained that while the risk was
small it was real, and really serious; resulting deaths could number in millions.
What was not explained is that this recombination could be achieved by science.
Are we told these things are a natural danger so, when it happens, people will not know, or
imagine, that a pandemic may have been Globalist created?
Or spread by terrorists on whom it may, so conveniently, be blamed?
We want to believe our government and mass media but all we will know for sure is that
millions die. That time will most likely be set to coincide with world economic collapse.
When will we stir ourselves? We have already closed our eyes to so much evidence and
understanding and allowed ourselves to become so politically manipulated that we elect
known liars and find excuses for criminals. Our corruption is the natural result of corrupt
philosophical belief. Good politicians are afraid to speak openly for fear of drastic reprisal
but, by not speaking openly, they make their own elimination easy.
The writer of the above article asks at the end “Who’s responsible for the National Debt?”
Well we see that every man; woman and child may be held responsible. We, of voting age,
are all directly responsible, but not because it is debt we created, or because ‘our’
government created it for our benefit. We are all responsible because we consistently
refuse to take responsibility for “directly choosing” our own representatives.
We are just so happy to hire any self-chosen ‘best liar’ the money harlot is prepared to
back. Those who push themselves forward are people who, in the great majority, are
ignorant enough to sell their souls for a glamorous position. We pay their wages and if we
continue to accept a world-wide crime syndicate as the power behind our government then
we, and our children, will pay – but not in worthless money.

When knowledge and power are both beyond us. When poverty, strife and malnutrition
weaken us, when understanding of scientific potential is hidden from us and we live
submerged in a Shangri-La of entertaining pleasures, do not imagine that this debt will be
gathered in worthless paper. That ‘pound of flesh’ will be demanded and backed by a
government wrapped in debt. Banks and governments will declare themselves bankrupt
and this debt will be paid in lives and misery.
Those lives that presently clutter the world and waste resources – those lives that accept
gifts of pleasure and entertainment as payment for blind eyes – these are the lives that will
become the final payment for communal irresponsibility.

Who Benefits?
*a) *b) To help solve a murder mystery there is an old and very useful saying:
“Cui Bono” / “Who Benefits”!
This is equally useful when investigating national and international crime.
*a) McFadden even suggested that the Federal Reserve deliberately triggered the great
stock market crash of 1929, in order to eventually force the passage of the Emergency
Banking Act of March 9, 1933, which suspended the gold standard.
It is easy to see who benefited from the 1929 Stock-market crash, and how.
*b) Kennedy’s E.O.[Executive Order] was never implemented following his assassination,
and shortly afterwards, United States silver coins were taken out of circulation and
replaced with the copper clad slugs in use today.
Again we see that the crime overwhelmingly benefits only the International Money
Manipulators. It, in fact, was essential to their program, that money NOT be returned to
the gold standard as President Kennedy had planned.
*c) We create this reference point to remind readers of earlier editorials that show this site
was not happy about the explanation for the multiple hijacking of 9/11, or who was to
blame. We agree with the conclusion indicated by the above crimes. At that time the
world had no evidence to suggest that terrorists had the knowledge, power and expertise to
plan and carry out the 9/11 attack, and certainly no evidence of their having this power and
expertise has come to light since.
9/11 was a very sophisticated operation; it was far more complex than a common highjack
flown into a convenient building. It could not be carried out without inside knowledge of
airline planning plus sophisticated technical resources.
Only Globalists have the money, power and influence to have intelligence services within
national intelligence services; the economic power to guide and monitor airlines and
manufacturing industries; and have highly trained operatives inside terrorist groups.
That is what is needed to make a 9/11 operation possible while setting up genuine terrorists
to do the up-front dirty work.
Was 9/11 to facilitate, and gain public support for, attacks on Afghanistan and Iraq?
We see that follow-up excuses for false promotions in relation to terrorists and
international threats reveal very soft intelligence services.
However, despite all cover-up effort by stooge politicians, even dogs are now barking that
these two nations were only chosen for attack because they suited the purpose of creating

increasing global confusion, had a poor public image and no useful defense capability.
That whole program was, overwhelmingly, to Globalist benefit and to Globalist plans to
increase national bankruptcy, personal poverty, strife, frustration and world-wide hate.
It was also pointed out in editorial comment that had the need been to expose and
forcefully remove WMD, then the exercise could have been carried out with minimum loss
of life, minimum promotion of hate and minimum infrastructure damage.
The people who run world governments and the United Nations are very good at creating
pairs of forces and manipulating them against each other so as to get their way without
revealing their own involvement.
This has also been reported on, it is called the Hegelian Dialectic Process and is now
well advanced in creation of world scale cultural-conflict.
***
**See “Aids - A politically protected disease”. Since that essay was printed new
information has not produced conclusive evidence that AIDS was a natural disease or,
if naturally produced was not artificially spread; or that serious effort was made to stop it.
However the evidence increases that Globalism will undertake any level of atrocity in its
attempts to attain its goal of world ownership.
Editing and comment by A. Gourley www.themindweb.com March 16 2004

Part “B”

Creation Belief:

?? References: booklet “Of Truth” plus February March and April (2004) editorials

Part “C”

Government:
?? The following on site literature compliments and fills in over the whole range of
social manipulation: booklets “Human Manipulation”, “Globalism Brainwash”,
“The Crimson Crime of arrogance”, and “Think”. See “Books on Site”.
?? In addition “themindweb.com” editorials show comment development consistent with
future events. This site explained why the war with Iraq would not be primarily about oil
for exploitation: Globalist government is more interested in conservation of resources for
its own benefit. Also comment on world government ambitions; how they direct our
behavior by indoctrination of beliefs plus more on the power of fake finance to influence
world affairs. See “Past Editorials”. Examples:
(Editorial #2 - November 15, 2002) / Includes “Hunt for the Anthrax Killer”
(Editorial #1 - March 2003) / Includes comment before “the Iraq war”.
(Editorial – 12 April 2003) / After the ‘war’ started.

